Abstract. We prove that the minimum number of critical points of a Weinstein Morse function on a Weinstein domain of dimension at least six is at most two more than the minimum number of critical points of a smooth Morse function on that domain; if the domain has non-zero middle-dimensional homology, these two numbers agree. As a corollary, we obtain a topological upper bound on the number of generators of the wrapped Fukaya category of the domain. We also show that there is an upper bound on the number of gradient trajectories between critical points in smoothly trivial Weinstein cobordisms.
Introduction
Weinstein domains are exact symplectic manifolds equipped with Morse functions compatible with their symplectic structures. These domains encompass a large class of symplectic manifolds, e.g. cotangent bundles, and are closely related to Stein manifolds in complex geometry [6] . The Weinstein Morse function gives a symplectic handle-body presentation of the domain and allows one to study its symplectic geometry via Legendrian knot theory. This handle-body presentation is not unique and, like a smooth handlebody presentation, a Weinstein handle-body presentation can be modified by a series of moves, or Weinstein homotopy, that preserve the symplectic structure of the ambient domain; see Section 2. In this paper, we study how these moves can be used to simplify an arbitrary Weinstein presentation.
Abouzaid and Seidel [1] introduced the complexity W Crit(W ) of a Weinstein structure W as the minimal number of critical points of a Weinstein Morse function on W , up to Weinstein homotopy. The corresponding notion for Stein domains was introduced by Eliashberg [8] . Complexity is tautologically a Weinstein homotopy invariant. This is an intriguing property since all known invariants coming from J-holomorphic curves, the main source of rigidity in symplectic topology, depend only on the symplectic structure of the (completion of) the Weinstein domain and do not see its Weinstein structure; see the discussion after Theorem 1.1. One of our motivations is to explain how these two types of invariants are related. The analog of W Crit in the smooth setting is Crit(M ), the minimal number of critical points of any Morse function on a smooth manifold M . This is a classical invariant of smooth manifolds and we will study the relationship between W Crit(W ) and Crit(W ) as a way of investigating the difference between symplectic and smooth topology and the corresponding handle-body moves.
We first recall some results about Crit(M ). A priori Crit(M ) is just a smooth invariant of M . Morse proved that there is a lower bound for Crit(M ) in terms of the integral homology H * (M ; Z). Smale [18] showed in the proof of the h-cobordism theorem that if M n is simplyconnected and n ≥ 6, then this lower bound is in fact sharp. More precisely, it is possible to simplify an arbitrary Morse function on M n to another Morse function whose number of critical points agrees with the homological lower bound. So in this case, Crit(M ) is actually a homotopy invariant of M n . To simplify an arbitrary Morse function, Smale uses certain moves called handle-slides and the Whitney trick, which requires M n to be simply-connected and n ≥ 6. In the non-simply-connected case, Crit(M ) is not a homotopy invariant. By the s-cobordism theorem, it depends on the choice of an element of the Whitehead group W h(π 1 (M )). As usual, the situation is different and more complicated in dimension 4. For example, it is unknown whether Crit(S 4 ) = 2 for any smooth structure on S 4 ; by Cerf's theorem [4] , this question is equivalent to the smooth 4-dimensional Poincare conjecture.
In this paper, we will study how much of the simplification of smooth Morse functions can be done in the Weinstein setting. Since any Weinstein Morse function is a smooth Morse function, we have the inequality W Crit(W ) ≥ Crit(W ) and Eliashberg [8] asked whether there are examples where W Crit(W ) and Crit(W ) differ. As first shown by Seidel and Smith [17] , such examples do exist. For example, Crit(B 2n ) = 1 but any Weinstein structure Σ 2n on B 2n that is not symplectomorphic to (C n , ω std ) must have W Crit(Σ 2n ) ≥ 2; see Corollary 11.27 of [6] or the h-principle for subcritical Weinstein domains. In fact, W Crit(Σ 2n ) ≥ 3 since the Euler characteristic of B 2n is 1. Seidel and Smith constructed such an exotic Σ 2n and distinguished it from C n std by the presence of a Floer-theoretically essential Lagrangian torus. Hence the inequality W Crit(Σ) ≥ Crit(Σ) + 2 depends crucially on J-holomorphic curve type invariants. From a Weinstein homotopy point of view, the reason W Crit and Crit can differ is because the Whitney trick, the key part of Smale's proof of the h-cobordism theorem, does not generally work in the symplectic setting; more precisely, smoothly isotopic Legendrian submanifolds are not necessarily Legendrian isotopic.
Given that Crit, W Crit can indeed be different, it is natural to ask how big this difference can be. We first note that for domains of dimension at least six, there are infinitely many different Weinstein structures in the same almost Weinstein class [1, 6, 13] . So in principle, W Crit(W ) can be arbitrarily larger than Crit(W ). The first construction of infinitely many exotic Weinstein structures is due to McLean [13] . He constructed a single exotic structure C n 1 and then showed that C n k := k i=1 C n 1 , the boundary connected sum of k copies of C n 1 , are pair-wise non-symplectomorphic (distinguished by a J-holomorphic curve invariant called symplectic homology). In particular, C n k has a natural Weinstein presentation with at least 4k − 1 handles (3k handles for k i=1 C 2n 1 and k − 1 index 1 handles). So it was not clear whether these examples have bounded complexity. Later Abouzaid and Seidel [1] constructed infinitely many exotic Weinstein structures that do have bounded complexity.
On the other hand, recent work has shown that certain Weinstein structures have minimal complexity, i.e. W Crit(W ) = Crit(W ). Cieliebak and Eliashberg [6] proved that flexible Weinstein structures, which satisfy an h-principle that reduces their symplectic topology to the underlying algebraic topology, have minimal complexity. Later Eliashberg, Ganatra, and the author [9] constructed infinitely many examples of exotic (non-flexible) Weinstein structures on T * S n and showed that they also have minimal complexity. We will show that minimal complexity holds quite generally. Therefore in the smoothly critical case, Weinstein complexity is just a smooth invariant and any Weinstein structure has minimal complexity. So in this case complexity is a much weaker invariant than J-holomorphic curve invariants which can be used to distinguish many Weinstein structures on the same smooth domain. In the smoothly subcritical case, Weinstein complexity does depend on the symplectic structure. We also note that even though Weinstein complexity is tautologically a Weinstein homotopic invariant, it is not clear if it is a symplectomorphism invariant. Homotopic Weinstein structures have exact symplectomorphic completions [6] but it is unknown whether the converse holds. In particular, it is unknown whether a Weinstein structure on B 2n whose completion is symplectomorphic to C n std is necessarily homotopic to the standard Weinstein structure B 2n std with a single critical point. Hence in principle it is still possible that W Crit could distinguish between two (smoothly subcritical) Weinstein domains with symplectomorphic completions, which are currently indistinguishable via J-holomorphic curve invariants.
We also note the assumption that W 2n is simply-connected in the smoothly subcritical part of Theorem 1.1; the rest of our results do not require such an assumption. The point is that if W is smoothly subcritical and simply-connected, all of the critical points of any minimizing smooth Morse function necessarily have index less than n. So if W Crit(W ) = Crit(W ), the minimizing Weinstein Morse function must also have all critical points with index less than n and so W is Weinstein subcritical. However this is not true in the nonsimply-connected case and it is possible to have W Crit(W ) = Crit(W ) but for the minimal Weinstein decomposition to still have n handles and not be Weinstein subcritical. For example, we can start with a Weinstein subcritical domain W sub and attach a non-trivial h-cobordism C with handles of index n − 1, n so that W Crit(W sub ∪ C) = Crit(W sub ∪ C); then we can smoothly trade those handles to handles of index 2, 3, which shows that W sub ∪C is smoothly subcritical but not necessarily Weinstein subcritical. Now we give some examples illustrating Theorem 1.1.
for any Weinstein structure on T * M since it is smoothly critical; if n ≥ 6 and π 1 (M ) = 0, then the second inequality is also an equality. In particular, any Weinstein structure on T * S n has W Crit(T * S n ) = 2. Example 1.3. Any Weinstein structures on C n , which is smoothly subcritical with Crit(C n ) = 1, has either W Crit(C n ) = 1 or 3. Since π 1 (C n ) = 0, the structure is Weinstein homotopic to the standard structure C n std if and only if W Crit(C n ) = 1. In particular, McLean's exotic structures C n k , which have natural presentations with at least 4k − 1 critical points, can be Weinstein homotoped to presentations with just 3 critical points, corresponding to handles of index 0, n − 1, and n. They are all non-standard structures and so W Crit(C n k ) = 3.
Our proof of Theorem 1.1 relies on Murphy's h-principle for loose Legendrians [14] (and its consequences for flexible domains) as well as the smooth Whitney trick. Both of these results hold only for n ≥ 3, hence our restriction on dimension. We do not know whether Theorem 1.1 holds if n = 2.
We point out that many smooth 4-dimensional domains have only finitely many Weinstein structures, e.g. B 4 , T * T 2 [6, 7, 19] , and it seems unknown whether any 4-dimensional domain admits infinitely many Weinstein structures in the same formal class (unlike in high dimensions when this is always true). A general finiteness result would automatically give a bound of the form W Crit(W 4 ) ≤ Crit(W 4 ) + C for some constant C possibly depending on the diffeomorphism type of W 4 . Theorem 1.1 has some implications for the wrapped Fukaya category W(X) of X. This category can be defined for any Weinstein domain (and more generally for Liouville domains) and is an invariant of the symplectomorphism type of (the completion of) X. Roughly speaking, this category consists of twisted complexes of exact Lagrangians in X 2n that are closed or have Legendrian boundary in ∂X 2n . The unstable manifold of an index n critical point of a Weinstein Morse function is a Lagrangian disk with Legendrian boundary and hence defines an object in this category; this Lagrangian is also called the co-core of the corresponding Weinstein handle. As shown by Chantraine, Dimitroglou-Rizell, Ghiggini, and Golovko [5] , the co-cores of all the index n critical points of a Weinstein Morse function on X generate W(X). Theorem 1.1 shows that there is a topological bound on the number of such critical points and hence on the number of generators needed. For the following result, let Crit n (X 2n ) be the minimum number of critical points of index n of a smooth Morse function on X 2n all of whose critical points have index at most n. Corollary 1.5. If X 2n , n ≥ 3, is a Weinstein domain, then W(X) can be generated by max{1, Crit n (X 2n )} Lagrangians.
If X 2n is simply-connected, then Crit n (X) depends just on the integral homology of X by [18] . We also note that there are lower bounds for the number of generators in certain cases. The rank of the Grothendieck K-group of a category provides a lower bound for the number of generators for the category; in particular, Corollary 1.5 implies that the rank of K 0 (W(X)) for any Weinstein domain X 2n , n ≥ 3, is at most max{1, Crit n (X 2n )}. On the other hand, there are Weinstein domains for which this rank is bigger than one. For example, consider the linear plumbing P 2n k of k copies of T * S n . As explained to the author by Abouzaid, the abelian group K 0 (W(P 2n k )) has rank at least k, for example by taking the Euler characteristic of morphisms from the k different zero-sections. Hence W(P 2n k ) requires at least k generators, which is compatible with Corollary 1.5 since Crit n (P 2n k ) = k. This result implies that the smooth topology and the symplectic topology can be separated in the sense that all the smooth topology can be put into a symplectically trivial (flexible) domain while all the symplectic topology can be put into a smoothly trivial cobordism, which is a smooth collar of the boundary of W 2n . In particular, Theorem 1.6 shows that W f lex is a Weinstein subdomain of W . This extends previous work of Eliashberg and Murphy [10] who proved that W f lex is a Liouville subdomain of W , i.e. W \W f lex is an exact symplectic cobordism, perhaps without a compatible Weinstein Morse function. We also note that Theorem 1.6 immediately implies most of Theorem 1.1. The presentation in Theorem 1.6 shows that W Crit(W ) ≤ W Crit(W f lex ) + 2. Since flexible structures have minimal complexity [6] , W Crit(W f lex ) = Crit(W ). Combining these results, we get W Crit(W ) ≤ Crit(W ) + 2, the first claim in Theorem 1.1. The proof of the smoothly critical case of Theorem 1.1 is similar. Finally, we note that the existence of such a decomposition does not contradict the above mentioned fact that certain Weinstein domains require more than one generator for their wrapped Fukaya category. This is because the flexible co-cores of the flexible domain become non-flexible once the last handle is attached.
Flexible Weinstein domains are defined only for n ≥ 3. The analog of these domains for n = 2 are Weinstein domains whose index 2 handles are attached along stabilized Legendrians; we will call these stabilized domains. However, neither stabilized Legendrians nor stabilized domains satisfy an h-principle and so we do not know whether Theorem 1.1 or Corollary 1.5 hold for n = 2. However versions of some of our results, like Theorem 1.6, Theorem 3.1, and Corollary 1.8, continue to hold for n = 2 if we replace flexible domains, loose Legendrians with these analogous domains, Legendrians respectively. For example, we have the following version of Theorem 1.6. We will use the notation H k to denote a Weinstein handle of index k; see Section 2 for details. We note that the stronger version of Theorem 1.6 is false for n = 2: in general, there may not exist a stabilized V 4 that is diffeomorphic to W 4 ∪ H 1 . For example, there is a unique Weinstein structure on T * T 2 and it has non-vanishing symplectic homology [7, 19] ; the same holds for T * T 2 ∪ H 1 [6] 
Even though all of the Legendrians in Corollary 1.8 are individually loose, the entire link Λ 1 · · · Λ k−1 Λ k may not be loose, i.e. the loose charts of Λ i intersect Λ k and loose chart of Λ k intersects Λ i . Otherwise all Weinstein domains would be flexible. So the attaching Legendrians are themselves symplectically trivial but their linking is symplectically non-trivial, i.e. the symplectic topology of the domain is captured in this linking. Of course, Λ k becomes non-loose once we attach handles to Λ 1 , · · · , Λ k−1 (and vice-versa).
Now we present an example demonstrating Theorem 1.6. Example 1.9. Any Weinstein structure on T * S n , n ≥ 3, can be Weinstein homotoped to T * S n f lex ∪H n−1 ∪H n Λ for some Legendrian Λ in the contact manifold ∂(B 2n std ∪H n−1 ). A slightly modified version of Theorem 1.6 shows that T * S n can also be homotoped to B 2n std ∪H n Λ ; this is why we always have W Crit(T * S n ) = 2 in Example 1.2. We can reformulate this as follows. Let Legendrian((Y, ξ); Λ 0 ) denote parametrized Legendrians in the contact manifold (Y, ξ), up to Legendrian isotopy, that are in some fixed Legendrian formal isotopy class Λ 0 . Let X 2n be an almost Weinstein domain, i.e. an almost complex domain with the homotopy type of an n-dimensional CW complex; see Section 2. Then let Weinstein(X 2n ) denote Weinstein structures on X 2n up to Weinstein homotopy. There is a natural map
std which is formally isotopic to Λ unknot to the Weinstein structure B 2n
std ∪ H n Λ on T * S n . The statement that W Crit = 2 for any Weinstein structure on T * S n implies that this map is surjective. In particular, the class of connected Legendrians is as complicated as the class of Weinstein structures. It is known that there are infinitely many Weinstein structures on T * S n [1, 9, 13], each distinguished by symplectic homology. Hence this reproves the result that there are infinitely many Legendrians in the same formal class as the Legendrian unknot; see Remark 4.11 in [9] .
Although our main result shows that Weinstein homotopy moves are more flexible than they might seem, there are limits to this flexibility. For example, Theorem 1.6 shows that any Weinstein domain can be presented as a flexible domain plus a single extra handle, which is possibly non-flexible. As we now explain, it is crucial that the non-flexible critical handle is attached last and in general, it is impossible to first attach non-flexible handles and then attach flexible handles. So order of flexilibity/non-flexibility matters, which is a sign of rigidity. As might be expected, this rigidity ultimately comes from J-holomorphic curves, more precisely wrapped Floer homology. We will let W H(L 1 , L 2 ; X) denote the wrapped Floer homology of two Lagrangians L 1 , L 2 in a Weinstein domain X. Example 1.10. We will show that the standard structure T * S n std cannot be presented as Σ 2n ∪H n f lex for some exotic Weinstein structure Σ 2n on B 2n . Such a hypothetical presentation can be written as (B 2n
std ∪ H n−1 ∪ H n ) ∪ H n f lex , where we first attach non-flexible handles and then attach flexible handles. To see this, let C ⊂ T * S n be the Lagrangian co-core of H n f lex . Since H n f lex is attached along a loose Legendrian in ∂Σ 2n , the wrapped Floer homology W H(C, C; T * S n ) vanishes. But C generates H n (T * S n , ∂T * S n ) ∼ = Z and so C ·S n = 1, where S n ⊂ T * S n is the zero-section, a closed exact Lagrangian. But W H(C, C; T * S n ) = 0 implies that W H(C, S n ; T * S n ) = 0 and so C ·S n = χ(W H(C, S n ; T * S n )) = 0, a contradiction. Since
obtained by attaching a critical handle along a loose Legendrian unknot to an exotic Weinstein ball is not surjective. This map is well-defined since any contact structure ∂Σ 2n in the almost contact structure (S 2n−1 , J std ) has a unique loose Legendrian in the standard formal class. Furthermore, it has infinite image; for example, H loose is injective on the exotic structures C n k constructed by McLean [13] . We constrast the non-surjectivity of H loose , a rigidity result, to the surjectivity of the map H crit in Equation 1.1, a flexibility result.
Although T * S n std cannot be presented as T * S n f lex Σ 2n , by Example 1.9 T * S n std can be presented as
where we first attach flexible handles and then non-flexible handles. In this case, the co-core C of the flexible handle H n f lex still generates H n (T * S n , ∂T * S n ) and satisfies W H(C, C; T * S n f lex ) = W H(C, C; T * S n f lex ∪ H n−1 ) = 0. However, once we attach the non-flexible handle H n Λ , the Lagrangian C is no longer a flexible Lagrangian because the loose attaching Legendrian for H n f lex is not loose in the complement of Λ. In fact W H(C, C; T * S n ) = 0 in the larger domain T * S n and hence there is no contradiction in this case. Now we sketch the proof of Theorem 1.6, which implies the main result Theorem 1.1. The key idea is that certain Weinstein homotopy moves called handle-slides can be used to make a Legendrian loose; see Section 2. More precisely, given two Legendrians and a local chart intersecting them, the handle-slide produces another Legendrian, which was described by Casals and Murphy [2] . We will show that there is a special choice of local chart such that the handle-slid Legendrian is loose (not all choices of charts result in loose Legendrians). For an arbitrary Weinstein domain, we will fix one Legendrian and handle-slide the rest of the Legendrians over that fixed Legendrian. For appropriate choices of local charts, the resulting Legendrians will form a loose link except for the fixed Legendrian which will in general intersect the loose charts of the other Legendrians; this is essentially the content of Theorem 1.6.
Gradient trajectories and Reeb chords.
In this paper, we study to what extent the simplification of smooth Morse functions holds in the Weinstein setting. As we explained before, the simplicification in the smooth case was done by Smale [18] in the h-cobordism theorem. The proof of this theorem has two main steps. The first step is to apply handleslides to make handles with consecutive indices cancel algebraically, i.e. for the belt sphere of a k handle and the attaching sphere of a k + 1 handle to have algebraic intersection number one. From the Morse theory point of view, the intersection of the belt sphere of a k-handle and the attaching sphere of a k + 1 handle correspond to gradient trajectories between the associated index k, k + 1 critical points. The second step is to use the Whitney trick to reduce the number of intersection points between algebraically cancelling handles to make them geometrically cancelling, i.e. have geometric intersection number one.
Since Weinstein handles can be handle-slid in much the same way as smooth handles, the first step can be done in the Weinstein setting. However the second step necessarily fails since W Crit(W ) = Crit(W ) in general but we can try attempt to perform it and see how far we get. By Theorem 1.6, any smoothly trivial Weinstein cobordism W can be Weinstein homotoped to have two Weinstein handles of index n − 1, n that cancel algebraically, i.e.
The Whitney trick shows that in this case, it is possible to smoothly isotope the attaching sphere Λ so it intersects the belt sphere of H n−1 in exactly one point. However, if Λ intersects the belt sphere of H n−1 in a single point, then it is loose [6] , which implies that the Weinstein cobordism is flexible. Hence, in general it is impossible to realize this smooth isotopy by a Legendrian isotopy and to reduce the geometric intersection number to one. The minimal possible number is therefore three; it must be greater than one and must be odd since it agrees mod 2 with the algebraic intersection number, which is one. Although we do not know whether the geometric intersection number can always be reduced to three, in the following result we show that it is possible to reduce this number to some universal constant independent of the Weinstein structure. So we can get uniformly close to realizing the second step of Smale's h-cobordism proof. Theorem 1.11. There exists a constant C n ≥ 3 depending only on n such that any smoothly trivial Weinstein cobordism W 2n , n ≥ 3, can be Weinstein homotoped to a presentation with two handles of index n − 1, n such that the belt sphere of the n − 1 handle and the attaching sphere of the n handle intersect C n times. This is equivalent to having a Weinstein Morse function with two critical points of index n − 1, n such that there are C n gradient trajectories from the index n to the index n − 1 critical point. The proof of Theorem 1.11 actually shows that it is possible in principle to compute C n . However this seems to depend on having a good understanding of a certain (local) Legendrian isotopy which comes from an h-principle and is therefore not very explicit.
We also point out that Theorem 1.11 can be interpreted as a decomposition of Legendrian attaching spheres for smoothly trivial Weinstein cobordisms. For example, suppose ∂ − W 2n = (S 2n−1 , ξ std ) in Theorem 1.11. Up to Weinstein homotopy, we can assume that the attaching Legendrian has a standard part that intersects the belt sphere C n times and a variable part outside the belt sphere, i.e. in (S 2n−1 , ξ std )\Op(S n−2 ) ⊂ (R 2n−1 , ξ std ). So in some sense, all the interesting symplectic topology of the attaching Legendrian can be put outside the belt sphere, in (R 2n−1 , ξ std ) (but of course it is important that the attaching Legendrian interact non-trivially with the belt sphere). Put another way, any Weinstein structure on B 2n can be obtained from B 2n std by attaching a single "generalized" Weinstein handle along a singular Legendrian with pinwheel singularity with at most C n spokes on the pinwheel. Theorem 1.6 shows that all the interesting symplectic topology of a Weinstein domain occurs in the interaction of two smoothly cancelling handles of index n − 1 and n and Theorem 1.11 shows that it is possible to simplify this interaction. However in the presence of multiple n − 1 handles, the attaching Legendrian for the n-handle might have to pass through all n − 1 handles, even when this is topologically unnecessary, showing that in general the situation is more complicated than these results might seem to indicate. Again we need to use J-holomorphic curve invariants for such a rigidity statement. Example 1.12. Consider a subflexible Weinstein structure W 2n on B 2n ∪ H n−1 that is not flexible. Such an example was constructed by Murphy and Siegel [15] and has zero symplectic homology SH(W 2n ) but non-zero deformed symplectic homology SH α (W 2n ); here α is the generator of H n−1 (B 2n ∪ H n−1 ) ∼ = Z. So this domain is smoothly subcritical but is not symplectically subcritical and hence by Theorem 1.1 admits a Weinstein presentation with four handles: one of index 0, two of index n-1, and one of index n, i.e. B 2n
Here Λ has algebraic intersection number 1 with H 
= Σ 2n ∪ H n−1 , for some exotic structure Σ 2n on B 2n . However Σ 2n ∪ H n−1 has zero deformed symplectic homology as we now show. Since H n−1 is a subcritical handle, the Viterbo transfer map SH α (Σ 2n ∪ H n−1 ) → SH i * α (Σ 2n ) is an isomorphism, where i * : H n−1 (Σ 2n ∪H n−1 ) → H n−1 (Σ 2n ) is the induced map on cohomology. Since i * α ∈ H n−1 (Σ 2n ) = 0, SH i * α (Σ 2n ) agrees with the undeformed symplectic homology SH(Σ 2n ). Since Σ 2n is a subdomain of W 2n , which has vanishing SH, and the Viterbo map is unital, SH(Σ) also vanishes. Therefore SH α (Σ 2n ∪ H n−1 ) is also zero and so Σ 2n ∪ H n−1 cannot be Weinstein homotopic to W 2n . We note that Theorem 1.11 shows that it is possible to choose Λ so that it intersects the belt sphere of H n−1 1 at most C n times (since
) is smoothly trivial). We do not know whether there is an analogous bound on the intersection number between Λ and H n−1 2 . Since W is not of the form Σ 2n ∪ H n−1 for any exotic Weinstein ball Σ 2n , the map
obtained by attaching a subcritical handle to an exotic Weinstein ball is not surjective; see [12] for an analogous result in the contact case. This rigidity result is similar to the nonsurjectivity of the map H loose in Equation 1.2 for flexible handle attachment and in contrast to the surjectivity of H crit in Equation 1.1 for critical handle attachment to the standard Weinstein ball.
Now we give an outline of the rest of the paper. In Section 2, we provide some background material on Weinstein domains, loose Legendrians, and handle-slides. In Section 3, we give proofs of the results stated in the Introduction.
Background
In this section, we present some background material, including necessary definitions and theorems that were assumed in the Introduction. ∂W ) ) of (∂W, ξ) to W . Whenever we speak of the symplectomorphism type of a Weinstein domain, we will mean the symplectomorphism type of its completion.
Weinstein handle attachment.
A Weinstein structure yields a special handle-body decomposition for W . First, recall that λ vanishes on the X λ -stable disc D p of a critical point p; see [6] . In particular, D p is isotropic with respect to dλ and so all critical points of ϕ have index less than or equal to n. If all critical points of ϕ have index strictly less than n, then the Weinstein domain is subcritical.
Since λ vanishes on
is an isotropic sphere, where c = ϕ(p) − ε for sufficiently small ε. Furthermore, Λ p comes with a parametrization and framing, i.e. a trivialization of its normal bundle. Note that a framing of Λ p is equivalent to the framing of the conformal symplectic normal bundle of Λ p ; see [11] . Hence parametrized Legendrians come with a canonical framing.
Suppose [6] .
We will prove our main result Theorem 3.1 by starting with an arbitrary Weinstein domain and then applying a special Weinstein homotopy. As in the smooth setting, Weinstein homotopies consist of three elementary moves: doing an isotopy of the attaching spheres through isotropic submanifolds, moving critical points that are not connected by gradient trajectories past each other, and sliding handles of the same index over each other. The only difference between the Weinstein and smooth setting is the first move: in the Weinstein case, the isotopies of attaching spheres must be through isotropics instead of arbitrary embedded spheres. Since subcritical handles satisfy an h-principle [6] , Weinstein domains are essentially characterized by their index n handles, in particular the Legendrian attaching spheres of these critical handles. Therefore, it suffices to see how these moves affect Legendrians.
The first move implies that if Λ 1 , Λ 2 are isotopic Legendrians in ∂W , then W ∪ H n
are Weinstein homotopic. The second move implies that if Λ 1 , Λ 2 are disjoint Legendrians in ∂W (which is true by dimension reasons if they are in general position), then
are Weinstein homotopic. In particular, we can write the resulting Weinstein domain as W ∪ H n
without any parentheses and it will be well-defined up to Weinstein-homotopy.
We now discuss the last move, the handle-slide, which will be the most important for us. We will study Legendrians via their front projection. If Λ ⊂ (R 2n+1 , ξ std ) = R n × R n × R 1 , the front projection of Λ is the image of Λ in R n+1 under the projection to the first R n and R 1 components. Handles-slides were described in terms of front projections by Casals and Murphy [2] . Here R −ε (Λ) is the image of Λ under the negative time ε Reeb flow. We also note that the Legendrians in Figure 1 are extended by spherical symmetry out of the page. Furthermore, we note that the Darboux chart must have sufficient size so that front projections depicted in Figure 1 make sense; in particular, the size of the chart in the y i direction must be at least as big as the slope of the front projection of h Λ,ε (Λ). For us, the key implication of Proposition 2.1 is that W ∪ H n Λ ∪ H n Σ is Weinstein homotopic to W ∪ H n Λ ∪ H n h Σ (Λ) (and also to W ∪ H n h Σ (Λ) ∪ H n Λ by the above discussion). 
Now we build the rest of the handle-slid link by induction and show that it is isotopic to the original link Σ at each stage. Namely, suppose we have constructed the ith link h i (Σ) :
by taking sufficiently small ε i+1 < ε j for all j ≤ i and a chart U i+1 disjoint from h i (Σ)\Σ i+1 such that Σ i+1 , Λ appear in U i+1 as in Figure 1 . As explained above, the new link h i+1 (Σ) is Legendrian isotopic to the previous link h i (Σ) in Y Λ since h i (Σ)\Σ i+1 is disjoint from U i+1 and h i (Σ) is disjoint from an ε i+1 -neighborhood of Λ (since the Legendrians in h i (Σ) are at most ε i -close to Λ), which proves the inductive i + 1 case. For i = k, we get the desired Legendrian h k (Σ) which is isotopic to Σ in Y Λ by induction. This implies that
, a fact that we will use repeatedly later.
We also note that the handle-slide depend on more than just the data of Σ and Λ. The resulting Legendrian depend crucially on the choice of chart U where Λ, Σ appear as in the left-hand-side of Figure 1 . In particular, different chart choices can result in Legendrians h Λ,ε (Σ) that are not Legendrian isotopic in Y while still being Legendrian isotopic in Y Λ . Example 2.3. We start with a Legendrian link consisting of two linked unknots in (R 2n−1 , ξ std ), with one Legendrian the Reeb push-off of the other Legendrian; see Figure 2 . The two lightblue boxes are the Darboux charts used in the handleslides. In the top row, the handle-slide 
are not isotopic in the original contact manifold (R 2n−1 , ξ std ). Of course, these Legendrians are both isotopic in the surgered manifold Y Λ unknot since they are both isotopic to the push-off of the attaching sphere there, i.e the image of Λ unknot in Y Λ unknot .
Loose Legendrians and flexible Weinstein domains.
There exist many Legendrians with rich symplectic topology invisible from the point of view of algebraic topology. On the other hand, Murphy [14] showed that exists a certain class of loose Legendrians which satisfy a h-principle and whose symplectic topology is governed by their underlying algebraic topology. There are several equivalent criteria for a Legendrian to be loose, all of which depend the existence of a certain local model inside this Legendrian. We will use the following local model from Section 2.1 of [3] . Let B 3 ⊂ (R 3 , ξ std = ker α std ) be a unit ball and let Λ 0 be the 1-dimensional Legendrian whose front projection is shown in Figure 3 . Let Q n−2 , n ≥ 3, be a closed manifold and U a neighborhood of the zero-section Q ⊂ T * Q. Then Λ 0 × Q ⊂ (B 3 × U, ker(α std + λ std )) is a Legendrian submanifold. This Legendrian is the stabilization over Q of the Legendrian {y = z = 0} × Q ⊂ (B 3 × U, ker(α std + λ std )). A formal Legendrian embedding is an embedding f : Λ → (Y, ξ) together with a homotopy of bundle monomorphisms F s : T Λ → T Y covering f for all s such that F 0 = df and F 1 (T Λ) is a Lagrangian subspace of ξ with its conformal symplectic structure. A formal Legendrian isotopy is an isotopy through formal Legendrian embeddings. Using these notions, we can state Murphy's h-principle [14] , which has an existence and uniqueness part:
• any formal Legendrian of dimension at least two is formally Legendrian isotopic to a loose Legendrian • any two loose Legendrians that are formally Legendrian isotopic are genuinely Legendrian isotopic.
We now define a class of Weinstein domains introduced in [6] that are constructed by iteratively attaching Weinstein handles along loose Legendrians. Our definition of flexible Weinstein domains is a bit different from the original definition in [6] , where several critical points are allowed in {c i ≤ ϕ ≤ c i+1 }. There are no gradient trajectories between these critical points and their attaching spheres form a loose link in (Y c i , λ| Y c i ), i.e each Legendrian is loose in the complement of the others. These two definitions are the same up to Weinstein homotopy. Indeed if we have an ordered collection of Legendrians such that each one is loose in the complement of the previous ones, then we can use the loose Legendrian h-principle to move each Legendrian away from the loose charts of the previous ones so that all Legendrians are loose in the complement of each other.
Since they are built using loose Legendrians, which satisfy an h-principle, flexible Weinstein domains also satisfy an h-principle as proven by Cieliebak and Eliashberg [6] . Again, the h-principle has an existence and uniqueness part:
• any almost Weinstein domain of dimension at least six admits a flexible Weinstein structure in the same almost symplectic class • any two flexible Weinstein domains that are almost symplectomorphic are Weinstein homotopic (and hence have exact symplectomorphic completions and contactomorphic boundaries).
Proofs of Main Results
In this section, we prove the results described in the Introduction. We first prove a simpler version of Theorem 1.6 without as much control on the topology of the flexible subdomain.
Theorem 3.1. Any Weinstein domain W 2n , n ≥ 3, can be Weinstein homotoped to a Weinstein domain V 2n f lex ∪ H n obtained by attaching a single n-handle to a flexible Weinstein domain V 2n f lex . Remark 3.2. Theorem 3.1 also holds for Weinstein cobordisms.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. Let W 2n = (W 2n , λ, ϕ), n ≥ 3, be a Weinstein domain. By Lemma 12.20 of [6] , we can Weinstein homotope W so that ϕ is self-indexing, i.e. if p is a critical point of index k, then ϕ(p) = k. In particular, we can assume that W is the result of attaching k index n handles to a subcritical Weinstein domain W sub along disjoint Legendrians
where H n−1 , H n are two cancelling handles of index n − 1 and n; the domain W sub ∪ H n−1 is subcritical and hence flexible.
; again W sub is subcritical and hence flexible. Therefore we can assume
The key step is to handle-slide H Λ 2 , · · · , H Λ k over H Λ 1 . We will do this by induction. More precisely, we will prove that for every j with 2 ≤ j ≤ k, W is Weinstein homotopic to
Then the case j = k completes the proof since then W is Weinstein homotopic to the flexible domain
attached. The proof shows that we can assume that Λ 1 actually stays fixed throughout.
We first prove the base case j = 2. We begin by modifying Λ 1 , Λ 2 by Legendrian isotopies that move only a small neighbhorhood of a single point, i.e. the resulting Legendrians are the Legendrian connected sum of Λ 1 , Λ 2 with certain Legendrian unknots. More precisely, let U 2 be a Darboux ball in the contact manifold ∂W sub that is disjoint from Λ 1 ∪ · · · ∪ Λ k . Let S 2 be a Legendrian unknot in U 2 and let T 2 be a negative Reeb push-off of S 2 also contained in U 2 so that S 2 , T 2 are symplectically unlinked. We apply a Legendrian "Reidemeister move" to S 2 so that it appears as in Figure 4 ; this move is a Legendrian isotopy which is contained in U 2 and the resulting Legendrian, which we also call S 2 , is still symplectically unlinked with T 2 . For one-dimensional Legendrians, this isotopy is the first Reidemeister move and in higher dimenions (as in our situation) it results in a spun version of this Reidemeister Figure 4 . Left-hand figure: front projections of S j , T j , and isotropic arcs γ 1 , γ j (in red) in U j ; right-hand figure: front projections of Λ j , the connected sum of Λ j , Λ 1 and S j , T j along γ j , γ 1 respectively; the blue box is the chart we will use to handle-slide Λ j over Λ 1 .
move, although the isotopy is not obtained by spinning the one-dimensional isotopy; see [2] for details on this isotopy. Now we choose isotropic arcs γ 1 , γ 2 connecting Λ 1 to T 2 and Λ 2 to S 2 respectively. Since these arcs are subcritical, we can assume that they are disjoint; furthermore, we can assume that γ 1 is disjoint from Λ i , i = 1 and γ 2 is disjoint from Λ i , i = 2. We can also ensure that they intersect U 2 as depicted in the left-hand-side of Figure 4 . Let Λ 1 := Λ 1 T 2 be the Legendrian connected sum of Λ 1 and T 2 along γ 1 ; see [16] for details about the connected sum operation. Similarly, let Λ 2 := Λ 2 S 2 be the Legendrian connected sum of Λ 2 and S 2 along γ 2 . By choice of γ 1 , γ 2 , the Legendrians Λ 1 ∩ U 2 , Λ 2 ∩ U 2 look as in right-hand-side of Figure 4 . Since U 2 is disjoint from Λ 1 and T 2 is a Legendrian unknot in U 2 , Λ 1 is isotopic to Λ 1 ; we pull the unknot T 2 to Λ 1 using the isotropic arc γ 1 . Similarly, Λ 2 is Legendrian isotopic to Λ 2 . In fact, the whole Legendrian link
Now we handle-slide Λ 2 over Λ 1 . We first take sufficiently small ε 2 > 0 so that an ε 2 -neighborhood of Λ 1 is disjoint from all other Legendrians. The ball U 2 contains a smaller chart V 2 where Λ 1 , Λ 2 look as in Figure 1 ; see the blue box in the right-hand side of Figure 4 . So we can use this chart to handle-slide Λ 2 over Λ 1 and produce h Λ 1 ,ε 2 (Λ 2 ); see the Legendrian in black in the right-hand-side of Figure 5 .
and hence to W . Finally, we note that the size requirement of the Darboux chart for the handle-slide is satisfied in our situation. We can take the bottom branch of S 2 and the top branch of T 2 to be arbitrarily close so that the slope of the front projection of the handle-slid Legendrian is arbitrarily small; hence the y i coordinate of the chart can be arbitrarily small for our handle-slide.
We observe that h Λ 1 (Λ 2 ) is loose in ∂W sub . The blue box in Figure 5 is the loose chart of h Λ 1 ,ε 2 (Λ 2 ) in U 2 . Recall that we have spherical symmetry in the handle-slide region so it is loose with Q n−2 = S n−2 ; see Definition 2.4. However, h Λ 1 ,ε 2 (Λ 2 ) is not loose in the complement of Λ 1 since Λ 1 intersects the loose chart of h Λ 1 ,ε 2 (Λ 2 ). This completes the case j = 2. Note that we can extend the Legendrian isotopy of Λ 1 back to Λ 1 to an ambient contact isotopy and hence assume that Λ 1 = Λ 1 . Now suppose that the j − 1 case holds for some j ≥ 3. So we have Weinstein homotoped
(relabeling the Legendrians) such that j−1 i=2 Λ i is a loose link (but not loose in the complement of Λ 1 ). Again we take a Darboux ball U j that is disjoint from all the Legendrians and unlinked Legendrian unknots S j , T j ⊂ U j . Then we form Λ 1 := Λ 1 S j , Λ j := Λ j T j using arcs γ 1 , γ j that are disjoint from the other Legendrians. Then we take sufficiently small ε j (smaller than the previous ε j−1 ) and use the chart in U j to handle-slide Λ j over Λ 1 and get a new Legendrian h Λ 1 (Λ j ). Then by Proposition 2.1 (and Remark 2.2), W sub ∪ H n
and hence to W . As before, we can see explicitly that h Λ 1 (Λ j ) is loose in ∂W sub (but not in the complement of Λ 1 which intersects its loose chart). Most importantly the loose chart of h Λ 1 (Λ j ) is contained in U j , which is disjoint from Λ 2 , · · · , Λ j−1 . Therefore h Λ 1 (Λ j ) is loose in the complement of these Legendrians, which form a loose link by the induction hypothesis. So Λ 2 · · · Λ j−1 h Λ 1 (Λ j ) is also a loose link, which proves the jth inductive case. Again by applying an ambient contact isotopy to all the Legendrians, we can assume that Λ 1 = Λ 1 . Now we give an example illustrating the entire procedure in Theorem 3.1.
Example 3.3. The following example shows that T * S n T * S n T * S n , the boundary connected sum of three copies of T * S n , can be Weinstein homotoped to W f lex ∪ H n for some flexible domain W f lex . We begin with the "natural" presentation of T * S n T * S n T * S n of the form B 2n ∪ H n
, where Λ 1 , Λ 2 , Λ 3 are three unlinked Legendrian unknots in (S 2n−1 , ξ std ). In Figure 6 , Λ 1 is in red, Λ 2 (and its image after handle-slides) is in black, and Λ 3 (and its image after handle-slides) is in blue. The top diagram in Figure 6 denotes the setup after one iteration of the construction; the Legendrians are now Λ 1 , h Λ 1 (Λ 2 ), Λ 3 . The middle diagram in Figure 6 is the first part of the second iteration when we change Λ 1 to Λ 1 and it bring it closer to Λ 3 . The bottom diagram in Figure 6 shows the three Legendrians Λ 1 , h Λ 1 (Λ 2 ), h Λ 1 (Λ 3 ) after the second iteration of the construction, i.e. handle-sliding Λ 3 over
is a loose Legendrian and h Λ 1 (Λ 3 ) Figure 5 . Left-hand figure: front projection of Λ j , Λ 1 , and
is loose in the complement of h Λ 1 (Λ 2 ). We take W f lex to be
are not loose in the complement of Λ 1 , which intersects their loose charts. For simplicity's sake, W f lex in this example is not actually (T * S n T * S n ) f lex ; it will have the wrong intersection form (in some dimensions n) and so will not even be diffeomorphic to T * S n T * S n . However it is possible to do the construction so that W f lex is (T * S n T * S n ) f lex ∪ H n .
Although the order in which handles are attached does not affect the ambient domain (up to homotopy), it does affect which Weinstein subdomains are produced by a particular Weinstein presentation. To emphasize this, in Figure 7 we have depicted the Cerf diagram of the Weinstein homotopy for T * S n T * S n T * S n discussed above, i.e. the graph of critical values of the index n critical points of the Weinstein Morse functions ϕ t over the parameter space t ∈ [0, 1]. That is, if p i , i = 1, 2, 3, is the critical point with attaching sphere Λ i in the regular level set (S 2n−1 , ξ std ), then the three line-graphs depict ϕ t (p i ) for t ∈ [0, 1]. In Figure 7 , we have labeled the graph of ϕ t (p i ) by its attaching sphere. Handles are attached in order of the critical values of the corresponding critical points, from lowest to highest. At the beginning of the homotopy, ϕ 0 (p 2 ), ϕ 0 (p 3 ) are greater than ϕ 0 (p 1 ) since we need to handle-slide the Λ 2 , Λ 3 handles over Λ 1 . These handle-slide moments are depicted by the two vertical blue lines in Figure 7 . After the two handle-slides are performed, the attaching spheres of p 2 , p 3 become h Λ 1 (Λ 2 ), h Λ 1 (Λ 3 ) respectively, as shown on the righthand-side of Figure 7 . Away from the handle-slide moments, the homotopy changes the Legendrian attaching spheres just by Legendrian isotopy. Finally, the homotopy makes the critical value of p 1 greater than the critical values of p 1 , p 2 , which is possible by the second Figure 6 . Theorem 3.1 applied to T * S n std T * S n std T * S n std . Figure 7 . Cerf diagram of the Weinstein homotopy for T * S n std T * S n std T * S n std .
Weinstein homotopy move (see Section 2.1.3). As a result, the Weinstein domain W f lex with attaching spheres
is a sublevel set of ϕ 1 and hence a Weinstein subdomain of T * S n T * S n T * S n .
Note that the Weinstein homotopy in Theorem 3.1 involved just handle-slides. If we first create a pair of symplectically cancelling handles and then handle-slide, we can achieve better control over the topology of the flexible subdomain. This is the approach we will take in the following proof of Theorem 1.6, which shows that W can be homotoped to W f lex ∪ C 2n for some smoothly trivial Weinstein cobordism C 2n with two Weinstein handles. For example, this result shows that T * S n T * S n T * S n can be Weinstein homotoped to (T * S n T * S n T * S n ) f lex ∪ H n−1 ∪ H n Λ , where the last two handles are smoothly cancelling. Proof of Theorem 1.6. We will assume that W = W sub ∪ H n
First, we attach a symplectically cancelling pair of index n − 1, n handles H n−1 , H n
. Now we proceed as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 with slight modifications. We first bring all the Λ i , i ≥ 1, close to Λ 0 by taking U i in the proof of Theorem 3.1 to be contained in ∂B 2n . The main difference from before is that now we do two handle-slides of Λ i , i ≥ 1, over Λ 0 , which produces the Legendrian h 2 Λ 0 (Λ i ). Before doing the second handle-slide, we perform a Reidermeister move which ensures that the second copy of Λ 0 that appears after this handle-slide crosses the belt sphere of H n−1 in the opposite direction as the first copy. See the third and fourth diagrams in Figure 8 where H n−1 is depicted as two circles as in the 1-dimensional case. Note that in the fourth diagram, the two branches of h 2 Λ 0 (Λ i ) enter the n − 1 handle with opposite orientations, denoted by the arrows. In particular, h 2 Λ 0 (Λ i ) has algebraic intersection number zero with the belt sphere of H n−1 . As in Theorem 3.1,
(Λ k ) form a loose link; more precisely, the ith Legendrian is loose in the complement of the previous (i − 1) Legendrians, which implies that the link is loose. Hence
Since the algebraic intersection number of h 2 Λ 0 (Λ i ) with the belt sphere of H n−1 is zero, n ≥ 3, and π 1 (∂(B 2n ∪H n−1 )) = 0, we can use the Whitney trick to smoothly isotope h 2 almost symplectomorphic. Since W is flexible, by the uniqueness h-principle [6] . This proves the first claim in Theorem 1.1. Now we prove the third claim in Theorem 1.1 about smoothly subcritical domains W 2n . If W 2n is Weinstein subcritical, then W 2n is flexible and so by the above discussion can be homotoped to a Weinstein presentation with Crit(W ) critical points, i.e. W Crit(W ) = Crit(W ). Conversely, suppose that W Crit(W ) = Crit(W ) and π 1 (W ) = 0. If π 1 (W ) = 0, the proof of Smale's h-cobordism theorem shows that Crit(W ) equals the number of generators and relations for integral homology; see Theorem 6.1 of [18] . Then any minimizing smooth Morse function on W cannot have any critical points of index greater than n − 1 since these critical points are algebraically unnecessarily; we can remove them and still have generators for integral homology since H n (W ; Z) = 0 and H n−1 (W ; Z) is torsionfree for smoothly subcritical W . Hence if π 1 (W ) = 0 and W Crit(W ) = Crit(W ), then the minimal Weinstein presentation gives a minimal smooth presentation and so cannot have any critical points of index greater than n − 1. Therefore W is Weinstein subcritical. Now we prove the smoothly critical case. Suppose that ψ is a minimal smooth Morse function on W with k = Crit(W ) critical points. By assumption, one of these critical points has index n (and the rest of the critical points have index at most n). By the previous discussion, we can assume that ψ is a Weinstein Morse function on W f lex and two other smoothly cancelling handles H n−1 , H n Λ 1 are attached to W f lex to form W . The smooth isotopy from Λ 1 to cancelling position gives some number of Whitney disks in ∂(W f lex ∪ H n−1 ) pairing off all intersection points of Λ 1 and the belt sphere of H n−1 (except for one intersection point).
We can suppose that the index n critical point of ψ on W f lex is attached along a loose Legendrian Λ 0 ; so W f lex = W f lex ∪ H n . Note that Λ 0 is disjoint from the belt sphere of H n−1 (since H n−1 is attached after H n Λ 0 ). We view Λ 1 ⊂ ∂(W f lex ∪ H n−1 ) by taking any Legendrian in ∂(W f lex ∪ H n−1 ) that is isotopic to Λ 1 in ∂(W f lex ∪ H n−1 ∪ H n Λ 0 ); in general, there will be many such Legendrians, which are non-isotopic in ∂(W f lex ∪ H n−1 ). Since n ≥ 3, we can assume that the Whitney disks of Λ 1 in ∂(W f lex ∪H n−1 ) are disjoint from the belt sphere of H n Λ 0 and hence lie in ∂(W f lex ∪H n−1 ). In particular, Λ 1 can be smoothly isotoped in ∂(W f lex ∪ H n−1 ) to intersect the belt sphere of H n−1 in a single point. Furthermore, since the Whitney disks are disjoint from Λ 0 (since they are disjoint from its belt sphere), we can assume that this isotopy is supported away from Λ 0 . We can also assume that this smooth isotopy of Λ 1 is the identity in a neighborhood of some point x in Λ 1 . We take an isotropic path γ from x to Λ 0 and also assume that the isotopy is the identity in a neighborhood of this path. Now we handle-slide Λ 1 over Λ 0 using the path γ. More precisely, we take the Legendrian connected sum of Λ 1 with a Legendrian unknot near Λ 0 via the isotropic arc γ and then handle-slide using a chart near this Legendrian unknot as in Theorem 3.1. We also do the handleslide so that the resulting Legendrian h Λ 0 (Λ 1 ) is loose in ∂(W f lex ∪ H n−1 ) (but not in the complement of Λ 0 ). Now we note that h Λ 0 (Λ 1 ) can also be smoothly isotoped in ∂(W f lex ∪H n−1 ) to a cancelling sphere that intersects the belt sphere of H n−1 once. Namely, we can use exactly the same smooth isotopy that takes Λ 1 to a cancelling sphere. This is because h Λ 0 (Λ 1 ) is topologically the connected sum of Λ 0 and Λ 1 . Since the previous isotopy is supported away from Λ 0 and the path γ used for the connected sum, we can extend it to the connected sum. Furthermore, Λ 0 is disjoint from the belt sphere of H n−1 and so after the smooth isotopy, h Λ 0 (Λ 1 ) intersects this belt sphere once.
Since h Λ 0 (Λ 1 ) is loose in ∂(W f lex ∪ H n−1 ) and smoothly cancels H n−1 , we can symplectically cancel H n−1 and H n h Λ 0 (Λ 1 ) . Therefore W f lex ∪ H n−1 ∪ H n and is independent of Λ 1 while the upper part of Λ 0 depends on Λ 1 (and hence on W ).
